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CHAPIIER I

DESCRIPTION OP THE PROIECT

The LenOx Early Childhood Outreach Program for Parents

'(LECOPP), conducted from August 1, 1975 to July 31, 1976 at

the Lenox Elementary School focused primarily on training

the par-nt to provide on a regular basis informal learning

experiences in the home for children from 2.9 to 3.9 years

old, who were eli ible for prekindergarten classes the

following September. :The learn-ng expe iences imparted from

parent to child_were designed to-mature perceptual, motor

and cognitive functions in a way.which approximated the

learning-accomplished through successful mother-child

relationships. All parent-child instruction in -the program

was casual, informal and repetitive, and-involved reading

to the child, suPervision of puzzle and block-building

activities, sorting tasks, comparison, observation,

enumerati_n, song and positive ancr informal responsiveness

to child questions. The Alpha Time-and other developmental

materials-were used by tutorial trainees to establish

rapport by engaging in incidental ga e-play. After an

initial two month period-. f in-home tutorial, the approximately

60 parents who wo ked with their children through .the program

were encouraged to visit a Child-Parent Center at-least once

7



a week io work with the teaching staff on developmentally

arranged perceptual and cognitive tasks-.

The larger goal of the project -ias to provide parents

with the expertise to develop in their children basic

perceptual skills necessary f r meaningful development in

a for alized prekindergarten an kindergarten schoCil situation.

The pt,.2gra- attempted to nurture the potential of studentS

from lo -income, inner-city backgrounds by developing

adequate perceptual, motor and verbal cognitive skills

during the critical deve:opmental period between ages two.

and five.

The rationale behind the program was based on the

observation, by Piaget and others, that formal schooling

alone cannot compensate for the lack of stimulation in

the home provided by the esser *al roles mothers play to

their pre-school children. Studies by Abbott and Sabatino,

for example, demonstrated that by having low-income mothers

function as teachers of their pre school academic high-risk

children, these significant gains were de: increased

IQ scores, gains on th Frostig Test of Visual Perception,

increased child confidence and the improved ability to

listen to and follow directions.

-2-



The LECOPP program-was imple ented to correct

-educational problems among low-inco e children. The

methodology of the program involved an attempt to alert

low-income -families toithe educational needs of their

young children by including them in the chool's activities

and extending the purpose of the formal school .f.tuation

into the home.

Sample program activities-with children included:

drawing; cutting coloring, pathng, completing simple

puzzles designating ove:/under, up/_own, before/after,

naming body parts and concrete-items foun7d in: the living

room, the kitchen, schoolroom and street, and training

children to answer their age and sex when asked.

sa ple program activities will parents included: the

de -lopment,of home-teaching activities, projects and.
a

.Activities involving famllTtogetherness, training in sto

telling through reading and flannel board activities,-

projects correlating home and school, the development'of a

school newspaper containing-parent and center news, and

developmental lessons in listening, speaking, perceptual

and motor skills, mathematics and classifications so'that

parents might have An understanding of basic concepts

-y
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motivating to children through their natural curiosity.

Twice weekly for not more than a half hour tutors

LECOPP parents how to help their children with the following:

shape recognition, color discrimination, vocabulary develop7

ment, classification, tactile discrimation, hand-eye

coordination, motor skill development and oral communications.

Activities that were observed by parents'in the Child-Parent

Center were as follows:

1.) observed guided lessons in listenino

communication and percpetual motor skill training;

observed and particiPated in all activities

performed with children

coordinated and planned follow-up activities such

as rhythmic games;

4.) helped develop conceptual booklets for the children;

5.) planned field trips;

6.) trained groups of children-in particular las;

7.) constructed peek-boxes and touch-me books

8.) performed finger plays with children;

9.) played catch using bean bag0Aalls;

10.) trained' to perform all CPC activities.

The LECOPP project attempted during its first ye

develop a closer relationship between parents and the

10
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school; to demonstrate to parents their potential for

helping their children develop; instill confidence in

children to develop a belief in themselves and their worth

as individuals-,through participation in an info al 'training

environment. Significantly, the success of the program

depended greatly on parental coop_ ation; ily crises or

disinterested non-cooperation could simply cu tail at its

.i.ception the positive results in child Dere ptual, motor

and cognitive development intended by the program.

ii
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OryLCTIVES

The following objectiveswere established for the

Lenox Early Childhood Outreach Program for Parents:

) project children will'achieve better in school

after'sharing their first.schoolcexperiences
-\

with their parents in the training prOgr

2 the home environMent will be rei -forcing to the

school environment'and.the number of low-achieving

children will have been reduCed by parental use of,

family resources to maximize the p-tential of those

children;

teache.zs will work cooperatively with parents.in'

pinpointing children's needs and meeting those needs;

_4, tutors will serve As mode s for parents As teachers

'and Introduce the pre-school Children to adtivitieS

designe to increAsereadiness skills;

5.) parent-teacher aides will provide valuable assistance

in the Child-Parent Center and will serve as a

,liaiSon between the staff.-and the community;

'the project director ill'assist the palnts

modifying their expectations so that sclool and:

home goals can 'become:harmonious.

12
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C.uiR 2

EVALUATION THQDS & PRQCDURIS

The formative evaluation of the project had four mLin

objectives, namely:

1. To describe and assess the extent to which pre-

kindergarten, low-income, inner-city children

increased their proficiency in the perceptual

motor, and verbal skills associated with succes ful

school learning;

2. To describe and asaes
1

type and frequency of

parental involvement in activities designed to help

their children develop school readiness skills;

To determine the overall effe..tiveness of the pro e t

in providing the children with informal learning

experiences through ificreased parental training and

cooperative efforts with teachers;

To prepare an interim report and a final report that

mill providethe following information to program

planners and operating staff:

A) Clear and cyncise information about the

program and its salient characteristics;

B. Practical,recommenda;tions that seem-warran ed

in such areas as (1) strengthening parental

involvement in the program, (2) improving

the kinds and sequencing of the readiness

activities for children and parents, and (3)

improving Vie.organization for and servi a

delivery of the program:

1 3



In order to achie e these objectives the evaluators have

used the internal evaluation provided by the project director,

a Teacher/Teacher Aide _Irector's Questionnaire, a Parent

-Questionnaire, on-site visitation by the project director,

interviews with parents, teachers, project directors and support

4

staff, and any available records at the project office. Copies

of th, major-instruments are attached as appendices. Each of

these instruments was carefully administered to avoid biases

and to maximize returns.

All interviews and observations were conducted by the

p oject director to assure maxlmum reliability of the data.

Results of the Abbreviated Henderson Environmental

Learning Prucess Scale for parents and the Developmental

Checklist for children (uses by the project staff for quan-

titative evaluation ) were not obtained for inclusion in this

report. However, the tests are included in the appendices.
.0

The project evaluator visited Lenox Elementary School

roughly six times from April thrOligh May 1976 to conduct on-

site observations and interVierith parents and project staff.

At each visit new data was collected and often cross-validated

with old data obtained through the instrumentation process.

To maximize returns, questionnaire were hand-carried to the

school and personally collected by the project director.

No samples were selected for the questionnaires. With

the exception of parent samples used for the interviews, the

total population was small enou to be properly tsed at all

other instances of data colleciion.

1 i
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CHAPTER 3

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

Teacher questionnkire Findings,

During he year, the staff included one teacher-

coordinator, one teacher-tutor and three teacher-aides.

However, of those five involved in the program, only three

completed and returned the questionnaire.

The program coordinator was at experienced t acher

having the expertise needed to train and direct parents as

well as the tutor and the teacher aides. The innovative
ea+

methods developed by the coordinator were adopted by parents

for working at home with their children, and set the tone of

the-program throughout the year. In working with their

children at home parents also used, with great success,

instructional materials'developed in the program.

Teacher ratings of various aspects of the LEOOPP

program are enumerated in Table 1

The numbers in the table represent the ratings of a

teacher, a tutor and a teacher-aide for the particular

items listed. Since only threa of the five teachers

completed the questionnaire, percentage calculations in this

case were deemed unnecessary as well as possi.bly distorting.

Therefore percentages were not calculated for this group.

1 5



Table

Teacher Ratings
--

1

Program
_

of the LEC PP

Excellent Good AM:AEI

Parental Involvement 2 1 -

Parental Interest 2 1 -

Family Participation

Teacher Parent
Cooperation

Materials and Supplies 1 2

Parent Training 1 2 -

Home Visitation

Daily Schedule of
Activities 2 1

Facilities 1

A 5-point scale was used to rate the program. Since

none of the respondents rated any item less than "average,"

the table includes only the three highest ratings on the scal

Two of the respondents rated the parental involvement,

parental interest, community participation, and the daily

schedule of activities as excellent. All three teachers

indicated that teacher parent cooperation was excellent.

The lowest rating with two "averages" and\bne "good","

was made in the area of materials and supplies. Although the

project was conducted on a small scale that minimized the

demand for supplies and materials adminiStrative delays in

16
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obtaining necessary items seems to have had moderately

adverse effects upon project operations.

Both the parental training program and clAssroom

facilities received high ratings from the respondents, With

two "good" and one "excellent" rating each. Although these

ratings indicate an encouraging response during the initial

year of program oReration, a lack of concurrence in the area

of home visitation suggeste that teachers ilther were somewhat

unclear about the specifics of.the-home visitations or that

they were, to an extent, dissatisfied with procedures initia ed

for this component ofthe entire_project-.-- Ratings for home

Yisitation'were evenly divided with one vote each in the

three response categories, "excellent," "good," and "average.

Teachers were generally confident of student improvement

to a great extent" in a majority of the traits listed on the

questionnaire. A complete enumeration of the freqUency

of teacher responses for each'trait is listed in_Table 2 .

Teacher opinion seems to indicate thht the program was

beneficial to the student population at large, since the

response category, "no extent," was left completely blank.

In the opinion of teacher respondents, students improved

at least to some extent in ail traits.

However, teacher opinion represented An'Table ,2

al o indiclites that LECOPP students did not master all skills

ually well or to the same extent.

1 7



Table 2

Teache Ra 'n s of the Extent of Irn overae:

Vocabulary

Understanding problems

Asking senLible questions

d) Cooperating with others

e) Physical activities ir
school

f) Personal manners

g) Discipline in the class

h) Color recognition

i) Number recognition

Shape recognition

Singing songs

1) Dancing to rhythm

) Finding own solutions to
problemB

Observing things and events

Relating stories or
incidents

p) (ood table manners

q) Language

r) Playing new games

s) Understand directions for
classroom activities

Attitude toward school

Interest in coming to school

Overall child development

Other (Speolfy)-- Ability to
share & live together with

....%44r

w )

Great
Extent

Medium
Extent

No Extent

3

3.

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

2

1

3

3

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

Am



Teachers .ndicated the greatest amount of student

improvement in the areas ofi vocabulary, discipline, color,

recognition, shape recognition, singing songs, observing

things and events, language, new games, attitude toward

school, interest in coming to school, and overall development

of the child.

tudent rnprovement was more moderate in the areas of,

unders _nding problems asking sensible questions number

recognition, finding own solutions to problems, good table

xnanners,arii understanding directions for classroom activities.

Although taacher response indicates the proeram's greater

success in the affective areas, where there is the most, student

improvement in perceptual and motor skills, some teachers were

equally enthusiastic about their student's improvement in

other areas, and indicated that itprovement in these, other

areas was also to a great extent. Consensus of opinion is

affirmative with some variation in teacher respOnse.

While a majority f teachers found improvement to a

great extent in the areas of cooperating with others physical

activities in school, personal awareness, dancing to h hm

and relating stories or incidents, some teachers discerned

only some improvement in the same areas.

Other student improvement to a great extent was specified

as the ability to share and the ability to live together with

dignity.

1 9



Unfortunately, the data provided in Table 2

insufficient to draw final conclusions about specific areas

of the program curriculum. Teacher opinion is especially

paradoxical in the area of verbal skills. Both vocabulary

and language received the highest rating from all threer

responding teachers which suggests that the program is

highly effective in the area of verbal skills. Yet, if this

were entirely the case, the ability to understand verbal

classroom directions and phrase questions sbould have received

a more enthusiastic response from teachers The inclusion of

more items relating to verbal skills in the list of traits

for appraisal might have allowed for a more decisive comlusion

in this area.

All three teachers agreed that instru tional materials

developed by parents at home and under the supervision of

the teacher-coordinator were generally axcellent 'Finally,

Table 2 signifies definite student improvement in the

program, according to the opinion of three project teachers.

Program teachers strongly recommended the continuation

of LECOPP. One teacher, who worked with parents and their/

children during the 1975-76 academic year, enthusiastically

twaised the valyable role parents were asked to play in the

LECOPP program: "After ten months of experience with this

program, I have seen parents come to the realization that

they really have a par-tin this society. Qur society needi

individuals who can help .to develop the minds of children;

therefore this program needs to be continued."

2 0



Aecoxding to teachers some of the salient achievements

of the program includes communi operation, parental

involvement in learning new techniques for instruction of

their children, and successfUl cooperation and understanding

among the young students

21



II. Parennse
The parent response to the survey was similar to the

teacher response in many ways. Most parents reacted favorably

to the program and seemed to be enthusiastic about program

activities. 24 (54.5%) of the 44 parents originally enrolled

in the program, participated in the survey. Many of those

parents who did not respond to the survey had curtailed

active participation sometime before the end, of the school year.

Respondents are those who participated most actively in

the program throughout the year. 29 of the original 44

parents did not have their awn children enrolled in the program,

but helped develop instructional materials for LEGOPF at

home. Only 2 parents who completed the questionnaire did

not have a child or grandchild in the program.

Parent reripondents represent eight school district areass

from Lenox John Tyler, Ruth Webb, Brent, Seaton, Buchanan,

Watkins and Edmonds Elementary, Schools! While a:majority'

of the parents came from the =mediate Lenox neighborhood,

parental interest in the program was spread over a wide

geographical area.

At the end of the 1973 76 school ye r, approximately

75%,of parent participants were involved in the program for

one year or less. By and large parents were informed of the

program's existence by friends teachers or relatives

although some came Into the program after their awn personal

investigation.

2 2



Number

Table-
& Percen e of Parental

Representation BY School Districts

of Parents L2I_EataIa

Lenox 14 5842

Joim Tyler 2 8.3

Ruth Webb 3. 4.2

Brent 1 4.2

Seaton 1 4.2
..,

Buchanan 1 4.2

Watkins 1 4.2

Edmonds 1 4.2

No Respon e 2 8.3

Total 24 100.

N rzt



Table 4

Ma"or Thro _rn LECOPP

Skills

Developing Teaching Aids

Games and Play for
Children

Teamwork with Other
Parents and Teachers

Learning Child Behavior

Arranging Group Functions

Teaching Activities

Disciplining Children

SingIng Songs

Other

2 4

Frequency Percentaag

21 8705

23 95.8

24 1004-

22 9107

13 54.2'

20 83.3

19 792

24 lop.°

1 4.2



Table

Most

--
e ial Features of LECOPP Parents Liked

F;.equency Percentage

1. Working with Children 10 41 .7

2. Early Tra" 12.5

3. Entire Prograi
J

12.5

4. parents and Children
Program 2 8.3

5 Teamwork with Parents
and Childi.en 2 8.3

6 Teachers Ceiling Into
the Home 2. 8.3

7. Togetherness of Children
and Parents

8. 1 4.2Needed in the Counit

jority of parents (41.7 ) appreciated most the

opportunity that LECOPP afforded them in working with their

awn children. LECOPP-provided parents with expert and

aystematiC guidance to appreciate the role they might play

in facilitating children in their mastery of important

fundamental study skills. Table 5 lista- other major

features of LECOPP- in' the- order of th ir importance 'to

parents.

9-



Only 21% of the parental respondents believed_that

the project needed to be changed, to provide for additib

Laterials or the implementation of the program in other

schools. 79% ip the parents either had no opinion or

_opposed making any changes in the program.

Parents provided revealing insights into th4ir en u iasm

for the program, when they were asked to identify the'

6
changes they noticed in their children. Table lists

the frequency and pere'Phtage of parent responses to Items

indicating various aspects of child growth.

The four areas in which a majority of parents no iced

changes weres "observe things more" (87.5%) "plays with

other children" (87.5%) "interested in school" (87.5%)

d "learned more words (83.3%) The remaining behavioral

es received a positive response fram 50% or more of

the parents.

Approximately 17% of parents reported add

characteristics such ass "sitting still," ognizing

things, "interested in.cutting and pasting, and "lost

shjness." Table 6 signifies that LECOPP children

have attained substantial skill in perceptuali motor and

verbal areas during their participation in the program

throughout the school year. LEOPP also increased parental

involvement in assisting children in the development of

proper readiness skills.,

2
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Table

preouenpa_uld Pereenca e of Parental Res onse to Child Growth Items

Answer questions fast r.

Oberve things more.

MOre actiVe.

EERWaLMY

16

21

17

.119.42anIam

66.7

87.5

70.8

4. Dance to rhrtbm. 18 75.0

Plays with other children.

eaks in complete
sentence,,

21

13

87.5

54.2

Recognizes shapes. 17 70.8

Completes puzzles. 14 5.8.3

9. Sings songs. 21 87.5

10. Ask inquisitive questions. 17 70.8

11. Finds solutions to awn
problems: 7 29.2

12. Obeys better. 18 '75.0

13. Understands problems
better. 14 58.3

14. Good table manners. 17 70.8

15, Does coloring well. 13 54.2

16. Interested in school. 21 87.5

17. Rezognizes colors. 75.0

18. Understands the names of
different parts of the body. 17 70.8

19. Runs faster. 13 54.2

20. Learned more words. 20 83.3

N = 24

2 7
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Table ontinued

Percentae of Parental Ressonse to Child Growth I-

Elmat...aau percentage

21. Does not depend on me
a- much.

Others (plea list)

1. Roconize things
better in LECOPP

Sitting still

Interest in cutting
and pasting

Lost shyness

16

1

1

1

1

66.7

4.2

4.2

4.2

4.2

N = 24

A frequency of 1 (4.2% ) no response was made for each item.

28
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Table indicates a high degree of.enthusiasm for the

ative LECOPP program. 70% or more of the parental

respondents rated 6 ()L.0%) of the 15 different program aspects

as "excellent"o parental training LECOPP teacher coordinator,

parental involvement, parent-teacher cooperation, team work,

and teacher aides. Program aspects that received the highest

parental scores were those items that most facilitat,ed the

maximum amount of participation by parents.

The areas of food and field trips received the lowest

parental ratingsa However; 66.6% of all parent respondents

rated field trips either "good" or "excellent, and only one

parent rated them as poor. Furthe- ore,,this item received

no response from 3 (12.5%) parents, indicating that it is

rceived as being less vital to the well-beinz of the program

than other items. 54.2% of all parental respondents rated food

either "good" or "excellent," and no parents rated this item

as poor. Again, (12 5%) parents did not respond to this

aspect of the program.

Project personnel received excell-nt ratings from a

majority of the parental respondents. 15 (62.5%) of the

parents rated the performance of the project director 'excellent."

20 (83.3%) of the parents rated the performance of teacher-2

coordinators "excellent." Parents were more apt to have

furthered acquaintance with teacher-coordinators than with

the director through participation in the program. 13 (54.2%)

parents rated the LECOPI-tutor-secretary "excellent*"



Table 7

Parent Opinion of LECOPP

xcellen- Good Average
Below ;

i No
Average:Poor Iliespc

1. Parental training 19 L79.2 3 12.5 1 4.2 1 4.

2. ',ECM teacher-
coordinator 20 83,3 4 16.7 - -

T-- 3 13. IECOPP director 15 62.5 4 16.7

LECOPP tu-t-ur-
secretary 13 54.2 3 12.5 25.0 - - - -

6 25 05.Sace 54.2 fl12.5 1- i4.2
t

1 ;4.2
f

..

-

6. Instructional
materials 10 41.7 10 41.7 3 112.5 - . - - t -

1

1 4.

7. Parental
involvement 18 75.0 11. 16.7 2 8 .; _ -

Home visits by
LECOPP teachers 10 41.7 4 16.7 5 .20.8

1

1 4.2 - 4 16.

9. Parent-teacher,
cooperation 17 ,70.8 6 25.0 1 k.2 - -

10. Team work 17 70.8 6 25.0

11. Community in-'
volvement U 45.8 5 20,8 5 20.8 1 4.2

12. Teacher-aides 1 r,7500 12.5_ .

13. Field trips - 1 4.2 3 12..

14. Food 4 ... .. ... 3 12,1

y schedule 1
of activities \

i

15 62.5 8 33.3 1 1h2 - -
i

12.

16. Other
,

-

1
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No project personnel received ratings of below ave a-e or

poor, and no teacher-coordinators xec ived ratings o± lo-

than good.

Overall parental rating of the LECOPP program is good

to excellent. Approximately 50% of all parent respondents

did not have any suggestions for improvement indicating a

high degree of satisfaction with existing project procedures

and strategies for educating the young with the assistance of

'rents. Table 8 rovidec a complete listing of parental

r, amendations for improving the prograM. For the most

part parental recommendations pertain to increasing the

extent of the existing program to include more finances-

field trips, days of the program, aides andmaterials.

2 parents suggested that parents should be hired to participate

the program.

Further comment by parents was especially positive.

ents commented that the teach r discipline was commendable

that they were proud of the program and that they were impressed

by the coordinator s ability.



Table 8

Fre ue Percenta e

1. No Response 12 50.0

2. Finances for Program 1 4,2

3 Mom Field Tripe 1 402

4, Continue the Program 2 803

5, More Days of Program 1 42

6_ Hire Parents 8.3

7. More aides 2 8.3

8. Additional MaterIals 12.5

Other Co ents

FregtlencY Percentage

No Response 21 87.5

Teacher Discipline
Commendable 1 4.2

Proud of the Program 4.2

Impressed by the
Coordinator s Abil 14-.2



CHAPTER 4

CO C =SIONS AND RECOMLNDATIONS

In view'of the findings, several recommendations are in

order. These recommendations are positive and intended to

further enhance the worthwhile aspects of the program during

io coming year.

l.) The LECOPP program has captured the heart and soul

of parents and the extended community within the very short

duration of its operation. No one associated wx h the program

seems to be dissatisfied; in fact, the odinsensus of opinion

is overwhelmingly enthusiastic about the program activities

for this Innovative pre-school program. It ist therefore.c

-co--ended that LECOPP be pontinued for the next -oar with

a full staff and well-coordinated activities.

2.) Parental involvement was the primary factor for the

successful operation of LECOPP throughout the school year.

Parental participation was well-motivated and dedicated to

the performance of the parental role in facilitating pre-

schoolers in the essential preparation for academic achievement

in a formal learning environment. Parents provided children

with assistance on a one-to-one basis that gave impetus to

increased learn=g pace and reenforced the entire learnang

process. Some parents voluntarily participated inithe program

throughout the school year, everyday of the school weeic,

without any monetary support. Nominal remuneration is presently

3
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provided for only two of the parent aides participating in

the program. It is- thereforeL recommended. that parents who

participate_on_a.daily, in-school ba --------in the instruction of

children be -aid an inc ntive wae a alevel no less th-:

that wage_set as_a minipum_IV'the_District of.Oelumbia.

An incentive wage will be a motivating factor for participation

by some parents. Of greater importance, however, is the fiscal

assistance that an incentive wage would provide for parents

who otherwise could not provide their valuable talent and time

to participation in the program. Incumbent upon the introducti

of an incentive wa into th ro the resent "bus

token" system of parent transportation should be curtailed.

These changes in the present system of parental remuneration

would tend to charge parents with even greater resunsibility

within the program.

3 ) An imaginative and dedicated teacher coordinator

and a talented project director are chief assets to the program

The efficient progress of the program during the last year

can largely be attributed to the interest and initiative taken

by these two educators. Their achievement includes, the

improvisation of materials and resources when funds were not

available to procure necessary supplies and equipment; the

motivation of the program staff to maximize efforts, even when

some of them were not receiving their monthly salary; and the

inspiration of both parents and children throngh carefUl

presentation of imaginative and valuable ideas and suggesti

-28-



However, .nO provision was made in the budget for in service

training for the TrojeCt director, the teacher coordinator

and the rest of the staff, when such a training component

would 4ave increased the effectiveness of the faculty effort.

Staff members encountered extreme difficulty in obtaining'

travel approval to attend professional conventions important

for staff development of innovative teaching methods. ,

It is therefore

bud t fo- at least two_

hat on be made in the

ice trainin. seriods and one

professional conference for project staff during the coming

xear. 1n-service training can be arranged within the school

building by inviting competent consultants to provide

meana ful on-the-job train]. ng within a relatively short

period of time.

4.) Although the LECOPP proje t was provided with a

reasonable budget, the project director and her staff

encountered difficulties in the expenditure of budget monies

for many reasons@ Budget sanction was obtained later than

expected; orders placed for materials and supplies were not

approved on time or sometimes were misplaced; ordered materials

often never arrived. For these and a host of other similar

reasons, it was impossible for the project staff to take

full advantage of monies authorized for the project. Furthermore,

the tutor-secretary was not paid a salary for the services she

rendered to LECOPP. These fiscal problems were unnecessary

as well as frustrating, and could have been avoided through

the institution of more workable fiscal policies for the

35



the project. It is, therefore recommended that the LECOPP

ro-ectfluse-rate from the re ular D.C. Public

Schools a.aro.riations; and that an account be established

in a local bank from which the .roect director with the

expr9ss authorization of the D.C. Schools Procurement Office

could draw monies o ex enditures

needs. New fiscal policies for project management in the

D.C. Public ochool System may be required to implement this

sort of fiscal autonomy.

5.) Project funds should be made available early in the

school year so that all the necessary supplies and materials

can be acquired before the start of the school year and to

allow for program operation from the first day of classes.

6.) Presently, students are not selected for partioipatia

in the program according to any selection criteria. Interested

Parents who have somehow heard about the program contact the

school to enroll their children. This sort of a selection

process often fails to reach the most deserving children.

therefore recommended that sips-el c sele tion criteria.

be established for children and their arents and that these

criteria be ed brochUre a the continuation

of LECOPP in the next school Year. This mode of publicitY

should attract more deserving and interested parents and childre

to the program.

7.) Home-study centers are an interesting and especially

innovative aspect of the LECOPP program. Project s aff

3(
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members visit the homes of children whose parent5 cannot

come to the school on a daily ba,-;,Is.- The tutor-secretary

visits these parents on a regular basis for the purpose of

dispensing teaching materials and new instructional ideas

devised by the project staff. The home-study center component

of the program provides an invaluable service to parents and

children by enabling the maximum dissemination of information

to the LECOPP population. However, one tutor-secretary is

insufficient to meet the needs of approximately 30 parents and

their children. It Is, :therefore, recommended that a second

.1'10a-time tutor be hired to work with arents -t home.

This persozkshouldberoerl_trthecoordininator _and

the e ent tutor-socreta before bei sent out into the

field. An active LECOPP parent might be especiOly well-suited

to this new position.

8. Child proficiency in perceptual, motor and verbal

skills was measured by means of Criterion Referenced Tests

administered by the school psychologist. However, the results

of the pre and post tests were not available to the evaluation

team when the growth level achieved by project children

was of special importance in coming to some conlusions about

the degree of progress efficated by project methods and

procedures of instruction. Although both observation and

interview techniques of evaluation have revealed that th

project children have grown according to their age level,

these gains cannot be ascertained in measurable terms



without the actual CRT pre and post te t score data. The

lack relea time" for the psycholog st to score the

tests and report the re ults has been cited as the major reasol

for this deficiency. Nevertheless the CRT pre and post test

score data remains the major measure of perceptual motor

and verbal skill,gains by program 'children. It_ist therefor e

recommended that sufficient "release_ tim be ovided to the
.

aIIIII2E14.t4_R=Pons to lute t those test sea

ts into the full extent of o ess

efore of reat inte 't arents

ovide siecial

-hieved and

preject staff.and the_ent-re_D.C. Public_Schools_SYSteM.

51.) LECOPP.made an impressive presentation at the

D.C. Public Schools "1976 Bicentennial Expo." The presentatiol

was refreshing and highly informative, especially to those

persons interested-in pesiUve aspects of their schools

activities. Publicity for innovative programs such as LECOPP

through media and public displays is,an excellent public

relations effort. It is, therefore, re ommended that the

project staff make use of every oporttmity to publicly

display the salient aspect of the program thro al, the

available channels of communications.

10.) The LECOPP program provides parents wi h a sense

of personal wortkand belonging, and relieves the tension

and monotony of being shut away from the rest of the world

at home. For many parents LECOPP is the only community

function to which they contribute. It is, therefore,

recommended that LECOPP should avide an increasin at

opportunity for,Parents to cooperate in community activities,

3 8
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dis roble d confront them take leader

in commwütyproectSL and above pUto educate their

youngsters. It ther recommended that at .least one o-

vo social events be ar an ed durin he academic ear

parents the ortunity -g_.ckn.EtLtetheir_artisticra

home -makig, cooking and other talents.

11.) Most classroom instruction was conduc -ed in small

groups whose schedule of activities was properly sequenced and

oriented toward the development of affective and psychomotor,

s well as cognitive domains. Problem solving techniques

7
also used in the LECOPP project. Parents worked as far a.

'pc) sible on a onetoone basis with children. Discipline was

I
superb, and student interest was unquestionably high. The

trainin ..,,rogram for the parents was adequate, providing the

j with sufficient skill to deal with-their children in a beneficial

way. It is therefore, recommended that the present schedule

of activities be maim ined, and that parental involvement

be continued. Well organized training programs for both

parents and other project staff will be a welcome addition to

the program.

12.) Children from urban schools, surrounded by huge

office buildings and dilapidated tenements, often have only

limited exposure to the natural environment. Television is

a ma or source of information that gives a distorted view of

the natural condition of man and his environment. The urban

child is apt to have a limited understanding of the outer

'3 9
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world. Very littlL provision in LECOPP has been made

fOr educational trips that open up the thinking ahd feeling

of children to the real world, nature and its wonders.

The Washington area, unlike many American cities, has many

ne boring areas supportive of interesting natural habitats,

such-a- the extension of the C & 0 Canal area into Maryland

and parkland regions in Southel--nMaryland. It is- therefore,

recommended that sufficient monies be allocated in the budge

for out-of- own field trips for children and,their parents.

Field trips can broaden the limited viewpoints of children

growing up under-limited circuMstances.

In conclusion, the evaluators felt that LECOFF is a

meaningful program that not only should be continued, but

should be introduced into other schools as well. The

program lacks adequate publicity and proper recognition

within the school system. Not only were parents.given a

sense of belonging and responsibilitY in the education of their

own children but the instructional staff also had an opportunil

to become further acquainted with the educational needs of

children and adults in the school community so that they mi

meet those needs through simpler and more effective means.

It is the finding of this study that LECOPF has lariely-

achieved its stated objectives.

40
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LENOX EARLY

Atroendix A

EVALUATION OF THE

HILDHOOD OUTREACH PROGRAM FOR PARENTS,

D.C. PUBLIC SCHOOLS .

PARENT_QUEthONNAIRE

(Directions This questiOndaire may be read to parents by the
_

LECOPP teanher if they experience any difficulty
and- assist them to complete).

1. Parent Name (Optional)

2. Which is the nearest public eleMentary school to your home?

ow long have you been working with LECOPP?
Years

4. How many of your children are now in the COPP?

5. Who referred you to LECOPP?

6. Which of the following skills did LE OPP provide y u with?
(Check as many as appropriate

Months

_IDeveloping teaching
aids.

Games and plvys f
children.

Team work with othor
parents and teachers

Learnipg child behavior

_Arranging group functions

41

Teaol4ng Ac ivities

,

Disdipilning 'children

Singing Songs

Oth- (Please list)



What do you like ost about -LE OPP?

Are there things whic_ you wbuld like changed?

9'..4Please check any of the changes that,you have-no--e'd in your
children since they started with LECOPs

Answer questions faster

Observe things more

More active

Dances to rhythms

Plays with other children

Speaks in complete sentence

Recognizes shapes

Completes puzzles

Sings Songs

Ask inquisitive questions

Finds solutions to own
problems

Obeys better

Understands problems
better

Good tablemanners

Does coloring well

Interested in school

Recognizes colors

Understands the names
Of different parts of
the body.

Runs faster

Learned more wordS

Does not depend upon
me as much

Other (Please list)

10.How would.you rate the following elements of_LECOPPln view of_
-your experience with the program this year? (Please circle one)

Below
Average Average Poor_E:mallent. Good

41. Parental training

2. LECOPP Teacher/
Coordinator

LECOPP Director

4. LECOPP TutOr Se retary

5

5

5

5

4 2
7

4

4

3

3

3

3

2 1

1

1



Question No.10 ontd...

5. Space

6. Instructional

Excel len- Good Average
Below
Average Poor

12

Materials 3 2 1

Parental Involvement 5 4 2 1

Home visits by LEOOPP
Teacher 5 1

9, Parent-teaCher
cooperation 3 2 1

10. Team work 5 3 2 1

11. Community involvement 5 4 1

12. Teacher Aides 5 4 1

13. Field Trips 5 4 3 2 1

14. Food 5 4 3 2 1

15. Daily schedule of
activities 5 4 3 2

16. Other (speci y) 5 4 1

recommendations do you have to improve the progr

12. Other comments4 e other side if necessary

4 3
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Apl)endix=B

EVALUATION OF THE

LENOX EARLY CHILDHOOD OUTREACH PROGRAM FOR:PA-- TS

D.C. PUBLIC SCHOOLS

TEACHER TEAC R AIDE DI T R'S QLTESTIONNAIRE

1. Name (optional

2. Teacher Teacher Aide Direc or _(Check one)

3. How long have you been worki

4. How would you ra e the following

(Circle one each)

th LEC PP?

asPects

Exce- Good
llent

Years Months

LECOPP Program?

Average Below Poor
Aver.

a. Parental involvement 5 4 2 1

b. Parental interest 5 4 3 2

c CommunIty participation 5 4 3 2 1

d. Teacher-parent cooperation 5 4 2 1

e. Materials and supplies 5 4 3 2 1

f. Parent traJ.ning 5 4 2 1

g. Home visitation 5 4 3 2

h. Daily schedule of activities 5 4 3 2 1

I. Facilities 5 4 3 2 1

9-

4 4



To What extent have the s udents in LECOPP program improved in
the following areas?

Great Great
_extent

Medium
extent

No extent

a4-Vocabulary

b), Understanding problems

c) Asking sensible questions

d) Cooperating with others

) Physical activities in school

) Personal manners

g) Discipline in the class

h) Color recognition

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

) Number reco__ _tion 2 1

j) Shape recognition 2 1

k) Singing songs 2 1

1) Dancing to rhythm 2 1

m) Finding own solutions to problems 2 '1

n) Observing things and events 2 1

o) Relating stories or incidents 3 2 1

p) Good table manners 2 1

41) Language 2\4 1

) Playing new eames

s) Understand directions for
-classroom activities

2

2

1

1

t) Attitude toward school\ 2

u) Interest in coming to school 3 1

v) Overall development of the child

w) Other (specify)_

1



6. In general, how do you rate the instructional mi-erials
the parents have devel-oped for their children? Check one)

Excellent Average Poor

Would you recommend that the pro be continued beyond
this year? YES NO_

Please state your reason s_ for your answer:

at are some of the main feas f the program that you like?

Other recommendations or comments that you may have:

4 6



Appendix C

DEVELOPMENTAL CHECKLIST

GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT stop when child misses 2)

Runs
Climbs up and down stairs alone
Stands on one foot momentarily
Walks atstraight line
Hops
Uses alternate feet on stairs
Catches and throws beanbag
Skips
Bounces Ball

PINE 10TOR DEVELOPMENT (atop when child mis 2)

Towers 6 - 7 blocks
Strings 3 beads
Imitates block bridge
Imitates primitive circle
Imitates cross
Imitates square

IANGUAGE AND CONCEPT VELOPMENT stop when child misses 2)

Joins 2 - 3 words
Names 3 - 5 picture
Gives full name and sex (boy, girl)
Uses sentences
Names 3 - 5 pictures by use
Rote counts to five
Counts, five objects

PERCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT (stop when child misses 2)

Sorts blocks of 2 colors according to color
Sorts blocks of 2 sizes (large and small) according to size
Follows two commands
Sorts squares and circles according to shape
Sorts blocks of three colors according to color
Matches three colors
Follows three commands

4 7



ABBREVIATED HENDERSON ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING PROCESS SCALE

(Factors II and IVr which account for most of the
variance in intellectual performance)

VALUING LANGUAqg AND SOHOOL_RELATED_BEHAVIOR

How often do you read the newspaper?

How often do you explain to your child what
steps mustoome first, second and so on, in
doing same tasks?

How often do you tell your child tha
he/she has behaved well?

How often does your child play house?

How much do you talk with your child at

mealtime?

PROVIDING A SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT FOR SOHO

How often do you tell frienda or family
members about some clever thing your child
has said?

Howoften does your child see you reading

a book?

How often do you ask your child about
what he/she is doing while he/ahe:
is playing?

NEVER SOMETIJIS OFTEN
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